OTCnet offers several check scanner options to suit your organization’s needs. Below are the details of all OTCnet-supported check scanners and information about how to purchase. For additional scanner equipment and pricing, please reach out to the OTCnet Deployment Team (contact information below).

### Check Scanners

#### RDM EC9111f

- **Functionality**: Single Check Feed Scanner
- **Dual-Sided Capture**: ✓
- **USB Port**: ✓
- **Franker**: Cartridge Sold Separately
- **Documents per Minute (DPM)**: N/A
- **Price**: $350

#### Panini I:Deal

- **Functionality**: Single Check Feed Scanner
- **Dual-Sided Capture**: ✓
- **USB Port**: ✓
- **Franker**: Cartridge Sold Separately
- **Documents per Minute (DPM)**: N/A
- **Price**: $318

#### Panini VisionX

- **Functionality**: Multiple Check Feed Scanner
- **Dual-Sided Capture**: ✓
- **USB Port**: ✓
- **Franker**: N/A
- **Documents per Minute (DPM)**:
  - X50: 50
  - X75: 75
  - X100: 100
- **Price**:
  - X50: $679
  - X75: $717
  - X100: $822

**Note:** The EC9111f is sometimes referred to as the EC9100i, which refers to the name of the scanner series. RDM has retired the EC7000i check scanner, although current OTCnet firmware versions will continue to support the RDM EC7000i scanner.

**2** The franker is an internal ink stamp that marks the check as “Electronically Presented” (RDM 9000) or “Electronically Deposited” (Panini).

**3** The new price of $350 for the EC9111f and I:deal is effective as of 3/1/22.

### How to Purchase

There are two options for purchasing scanners or additional scanner equipment:

1. **Interagency Agreement (IAA)** - Complete an IAA form to transfer funding for hardware from your agency to Treasury/Fiscal Service, and have the OTC Deployment Team purchase the hardware on your behalf. To purchase using an IAA or to find out more about it, contact the OTCnet Deployment Team. Once the IAA is approved by Fiscal Service, the hardware will be shipped at no cost to the agency for all domestic and APO/FPO locations.

2. **Agency Purchase Card**: To place an order for immediate shipment, use your agency purchase card to purchase the hardware directly from the vendor. Upon request, the OTCnet Deployment Team can provide your organization with order forms for the vendors, RDM and Cennox (Panini Scanners).

**RDM POC:** Stacy Carson
1-519-746-8483
stacy.carson@deluxe.com

**Cennox (Panini) POC:** Birch Harrison
1-888-749-6396
birch.harrison@cennox.com

**Questions?**

Contact the **OTCnet Deployment Team**: 703-377-5586
or at FiscalService.OTCDeployment@citi.com